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I. THE ENVIRONMENT UNDER WHICH PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

IN THE PRODUCTION SECTOR OF AFRICA PERFORM

A, PRIOR TO 1990

The phrase public enterprises in the Production Sector may sound ambiguous to

many readers. In this text it is meant to include all public enterprises that are

involved in the production ofagricultural, industrial and other products or goods.

This will include factories, mines, farms of all types, fisheries and all other public

enterprises that produce finished or semi - finished goods or products for local

consumption or for export. Public enterprises are broadly divided into two groups.

The first group includes all those in the Production Sector and the second group

includes all those in the Service Sector. The paper will deal primarily with those

enterprises which are in the first group.

Nobody questions the fact that public enterprises in the Production Sector of Africa

are inefficient. Paradoxically they also account for more than 50% ofthe

production added value ofAfrica. Any slight improvement ofthe efficiency ofthis

Sector could therefore have a significant impact in the economic development of

the Continent.

There are many reasons for the low efficiency or for the low performance of

African public enterprises in the Production Sector. Some ofthe reasons are

political. For instance location ofmany public enterprises had been determined on

political grounds ratherthan on commercial analysis or financial viability. Prior to

1990 many African countries followed planned economy and had highly

centralized planning systems that gave practically no autonomy or authority to the

enterprises or to the managers of the enterprises. As one public enterprises has

bluntly put itt? We are mere clerks ofthe State". Managers ofpublic enterprises did

not either plan or direct the strategies or activities oftheir enterprises. They had no

reason to conduct market research, to get customer feedback r to improve the

storage and distribution oftheir products. They were there just to see to it that the

targeted quantity is produced in the targeted time. They were there merely to

implement decisions made somewhere outside their enterprises.



After; the go^ods were produced by one public enterprise, they were stored,
distributed anil sold by another big and centralized public enterprise. The

communication or information exchange between these two discreet public

enterprises wa.s also usijaJly non existent or poor.

Lack ofauthority, long and intricate chain ofcommand, delay caused by the

lengthy decision making process frustrated managers as well as workers ofmany a

public enterprise. Managers and workers waited for weeks or months for plans or

production targets to come from higher authorities. When; the targets or

production quotas eventually come, they sweated to achieve or exceed the set ,

figures or targets-irrespective ofthe quality ofthe final product level of wastage,

and most surprisingly regardless as to whether there is or there is no market for

what they produced. They sweated because, since they hardly gqt the management
or technical skill training they badly needed, they did things the hard way instead of

the sniart way. The consequences were poor delivery time reliability, poor quality,

high sfocic ofwork in progress, high wastage, an£ high stock pffinished products
that could not be sold. No ponder then, year after year, customer dissatisfaction

soured, productivity shrunk and iosse/s swelled- ...-','. . ;

Many go\ emments in Africa also took public enterprises as a solution of their

unemployment problems. Call it a political decision or a socio - economic po]ic\.

public enterprises were among other things treated as dumping places for the

unemployed. Global statistics prove that on per capita basis or on other standards,

the number of qualified or skilled manpower in the public sector are more in

developed countries than in developing countries. When comparison ofthe number

of unqualified or unskilled employees in the public sector is made: however, the

conclusion automatically reverses.

J'o improve tribaL ellinic or regional representation or lo just reduce unemployment

governments ha\e in many instances forced public enterprises lo employ more than

what their need demanded. For instance:- in Egypt according to an 1LO estimate,

over-staffing was close to 42% ofthe total civil service employment in 1976. A

study made in two ministries in a West Africa country identified 6000 out of a staff

of6800 as redundant. It is high time for Africa now to realize that redundancy

and underemployment are as bad. ifnot worse, problems as unemployment. Public

enterprises in the Production Sector have to give priority to commercial objectives

rather than to socio - political objectives ifthey are to improve their performances

or productivities.



The pay or salary scale in the Public Production Sector ofmany African countries

is as bad and as low as in the Public Service Sector, Skilled and semi - skilled

managers and workers who could notmake ends meet resort to mal - practices such

as bribery and theft whenever they get opportunities. Mainly due to this factor,

many ofthe good professionals do not stay long in public enterprises; after a very

short span ofsendee, they join enterprises that pay comparatively fatter salaries and

fringe beriefits (in the Private Sector, in Non Government or International

Organizations) inflating the turnover ofprofessionals in the Public Sector. This

factor is also one ofthe main reasons for the high rate of brain drain ofmany

African countries. Obviously, enterprises that could neither retain or attract

professionals could not be expected to perform satisfactorily.

In many African public enterprises, non material incentives are either non existent

or are not linked with performance. Briefly such incentives could include

recognition, participation, delegation, job enlargement or enrichment and

empowerment Linking such non material incentives with performance has

successfully improved productivities ofmany private enterprises and there is no

valid reason that argues or stands against the validity of such measures for

improving productivities ofpublic enterprises.

One ofthe reasons that has corrupted the performance ofpublic enterprises in the

Production Sector is government subsidy. Subsidy is anything that the public

enterprises get gratis from the government If any enterprise be it public or private

is used to get anything free, it will not exert any effort to produce or earn it by its

own unless it is unequivocally made aware that it will no more get it free. As long

as all forms ofsubsidy are not systematically, based on carefully studied measures,

removed from public enterprises in the Production Sector, it is futile to expect that

they will make genuine effort to improve their financial performances. Reforms to

or towards free market and disengagement from planned economy has given the

enterprises and the enterprise managers autonomy to plan and direct their activities.



b. in the i'990's '"* ' : ;;:; ■ . , . . ■ ■:"; ■

With the collapse oi Communism tnd Uu teiniinutiotj ofih*. Cold Wai. the door

has been opened wide ioi all d*.\ Jopmg e^umtie^ to inipnne petHmivnsce^ of their

public enterpnses b\ e\olutiom/iiu <»t uvolutioiii/in^ then soeto ~ political and

socio - economic structures ard w^ncpts IK amenable or unrealistic performance

impto\ement pjomises made b\ the acKocalos of communism nationalization,

centralism and planned econoim has binned the wsionofrnaro \ineanpohc\

makers and planneis Mam oj thorn h*n e in jd long enough to .sec lhat the

ambitious and imopie gtowth iaus the\ ioiccasied 01 planned weie n<*thmg but.

dehhu atelv or won intoiitumalK. dec^ s i>n fc >lMig the iras

b die certainly IHIo\> up ol coticop^s "With \W ,\d\ ice aad sometimes also

horn Western na'um^ ami AS ^tern <ngani/aTu>ns such as the \Sv*rld

Bank and the Iniei national VDmelan lumt \hicannalu>ns ha\j bowed, a*

Fasiern Furopt and mam de\eloping nit'on*- m Isu and 1 atm Vmencaha\e

done, to relcm iheii polities ami ih«. u evoniMiies StruUuial ^d|Ustinenl Ptogram

( S \P ) in some ea^es mitiawd b^ the ;oi>n1rv>therr.sehes and in manv case*

presettbedb\ the WotJd Bank AwUhc IXfi- ms fot instance. Ikvook the phtise of

the d£i*<id'« and was wholN iv parti i\h implemented h\ mam woutiti ic- in Mtica.

F> aluations nude on the unpa* > *i ^ UJ ou t^- r*c»h'»n<»l economies oi Ihuse

eountnes v\Inch coined it thii»u^b oi nhiJi aie i«i iho process of can\ing it out

have tome to a mied conclusions Ml c\ alua^oi -. including those oi the \\ oild

Bank «ind the IMF ha\e come to aajee- though that SAP lorced mi a couiitr\ that is

not >ot iead\ for n or earned out without u>uiflementmg it with the uthei ec<>nc'mic>

social and emuonniental lefonn pacKa^s llwt have io go Mith it li is not and

could not succeed It is not the mUim*") id uu* papu to make uiipact evaluation of

SAT'or to present a critique ofthe evaluations that have .already been made about

if. Suffice it to say here.tliat African countries.in the 1990's are exploring wa^.

including..structural reforms, to ameliorate theenvironment uhcfef which their

.enterprise?, perform. : . ,

st /African polic\' inakers beiieye.ihut free aiai;ket economy could lay lh& groimd

vyprk for solvitig the problems that are'behind the low performance of.their public

enterprises, flowever, thj^'realitvMS abothat niany .or'at-least some African

countries are still not ready-despite the tact that they have the wish of the good

intention, to liberalize.their eoononiyrto withstand tlie economic, social, political

and environmental strain that arise when a sudden transformation to free market
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economy takes place in a developing country. The shock could force it reverse the

reforms that it might have already made.

Economic transformations should not be unnecessarily delayed but the changes that

take place during the transformation should be carefully and wisely managed.

Change needs time to get implemented; nevertheless, the concerned government

authorities need to ascertain that the Time taken does not greatly exceed the time

that is actually needed. The time needed for economic transformation mainly

depends on the material and non material resources ofthe country in question and

on its capacity or potential to absorb shocks that accompany economic changes.

Whatever time might be needed for the transformation, for any change or reform to

be sustainable, the necessary preparations or ground works have to be laid down

before implementation commences.

Therefore nations should not be blamed for being reluctant to, change if they ask for

time to make the required change so long as they could justify the time that they

demand. It is not fair to expect nations that have been for years and may be even for

decades hammered with,the theories ofcommunism, centralism, nationalization

and planned economy to change "overnight to free market economy. Consequently,

many African countries have opted to go from planned economy to mixed economy

first, then to market oriented economy and finally to free economy. What is meant

by mixed economy and market oriented economy is immaterial - they might as well

be Substituted by other terms; the point that is wanted to be made here is tliat the

approach that is being followed by some .African countries to go through the whole

economic transformation step by step or in phases should be studied; arid if the

justifications that the concerned governments present are found to be acceptable

then their approaches need to be appreciated.

On the other side, there are also some other African countries that are attempting to

make their economic transformations in one go; from planned economy or from

whatever form ofeconomy they have had in the past to free economy. Nobody

knows, such approaches could also be successful. Every .country- is unique and its

policy makers, presuming that they know its realities and what makes it unique

from other countries in the world, Will decide as to which approach to follow. It

would, however, be fair to let future analysts ie!l us as to which approach has

succeeded in which countries and as to which approach has failed in which

countries.



III the 1990's the environment under which .African public enterprises in the

Production Sector have been operating is changing and it is the hope o£all Africans

: ftfiat the change is for the better, Ak one ofthe components ofthe package of

economic ejianges, governments are pressing public enterprises to earn profit or.at

least to curf) their losses now and to show profit in the near future. As one ofthe

strategies for sustaining gains of economic reforms, public enterprises 'are being:

asked to be financially viabl&and to be competitive in the domestic as well as in the

export market. Many governments have cut down or totally?taken awaysubsidies

from public enterprises. The government ofEritrea* for instance, is pursuing a,

policy ofno subsidy to public 'enterprises in the Production and in the Service,

Sectors. ■>-.- r v

However to demand public enterprises or to expect thnu them: effectiveness and; i

high financial performance is one thing and to provide them with the necessary :

environment under which Lhey have lo operate in order to achieve the expected; ?.

results is quite another. To begin with the responsible persons in the.enterprises •

need lo be given the required authority which at least matches their responsibility:

or accounlabilit\. They have lo be able to hire and fire employees; to motivate ;,i *

employees; to prepare, revise and implement iheir production, manpower ; i;;:/ I

development and other plans and programs: to use the profits their enterprises.have

made for reim estment. for motivating the employees and for otherpurposes thata

they may believe would help in the achievement ofthe goals ofthei&eiTtetprises; jfeo

introduce new operational methods and new products; to distribute and market

their products: to decide on the quality ( so long as they are within the limits^the

national standards ) and price oftheir products. In many:.African, countries let alone

public enterprises even private enterprises are not allowed to, exerciseialL ofthe,

above stated authorities. Never the less, in the 1990's . several African countries

have already gone a long way in granting many ofthese rights or authorities to i

public enterprises in the Production Sector.

In Ethiopia, as one of the strategies of granting autonomy, public enterprises are

being managed or administered by Board of Directors. The Boards have already

been empowered with many ofthe authorities that have been discussedin the./■" i

previous paragraph. Eritrea is also in the process.of issuing management or ^ -a ■

administration autonomy to its public enterprises. The latest economic policy of 1

Eritrea gives power or riglit to all private enterprises to introduce new production
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methods or new products; to determine the quality ( as long as they are within the

limits ofthe national standards ) and price oftheir products; to distribute and to

market their products in the domestic market or outside of Eritrea; to manage their

employees according to the Labour Law of Eritrea; to plan .. revise and execute

their production, financial, administration, marketing and other enterprise

activities; to use the profits tlrat they may earn in whatever way they want. Any, .

private enterprise could hardly find, in a developing country, a more conducive

environment under which it could operate. In Eritrea the long term objective is to

make it possible for public enterprises to operate under such conducive

environment It is only then'that public enterprises will achieve the results that is

expected of them.

In- parallel with their policy ofempowering public enterprises, many African

countries are also pursuing privatization programs Some have closely linked their

privatization programs with their investment policies. The seriousness with which

they implement their privatization programs does, of course, vary from country to

country. Some governments take public enterprises as burdens that circumstances

have forced them to carry. They feel that the sooner they get rid ofthem the better.

Even ifone agrees with' their pointofviewthat public enterprises are burdens, but ,

burdens that cannot be unloaded overnight, the immediate solution that he would

recommend that he would be comfortable witlj .would be finding ways ofmaking

the burden light .,..!,-

African governments have first to improve the environment under which public

;and private enterprises operate. Then they have to negotiate, on acceptable grounds,

to achieve one or more ofthe following four alternative agreements,

1. To totally sell public enterprises to private domestic or expatriate investors,

2. To jointly own and manage public enterprises with private domestic or

expatriate investors and entrepreuners.

3. To jointly own the public enterprises with private domestic or expatriate

investors or entrepreuners but to leave management ofthe public enterprises to

privatedomestic or expatriate entrepreuners. _'., ,...,■,.

4. To continue totally owiimg publicenterprises but to let them be managed by

private domestic or expatriate entrepreneurs,.



■ . ." . ' ■ ■ ■■ ., • 9
One ofthe prevalent assumptions is that public enterprises which are financially

sound or those which are making profit have a better chance of attracting investors,

during a privatizatibn auction, than those that are in the red. Relying on the validity

ofthis assumption, some governments have drawn out programs tor

improving the financial'peifonnanee of those public enterprises that they want to

privatize. There is nothing wrong with such programs. However, African

governments must bear in mind that, irrespective1 ofthe success or failure oftheir

privatization fM-dgrams; they will'always have public enterprises - directly or

indirectly - under their ownership or under their management The subject ofpublic

enterprise effectiveness or performance measurement and improvement will always

be an issue that they could never shun. Therelbrethe wider the scope their

programs ofpublic enterprises perfomianee measurement and improvement covers

thebefter. ' _■_■'"' ' *' ' ' - ''; '"" ./.'." ''r ' : \ " \ V'.', ^"'"

By nature and especially in a free market economy business is erratic! So lire the

im/estnieht wishes or interests of domestic and eKpatriate Investors in a free market

economy. As a resultmany developing countries find it difficult to exactly predict

t& factors"or condkions that would attract investors to purc^^
Hl/c enterprises. To iriention some ofthe Factors that" may Muence iivvesfers : -

* faxationiystem tcusioins. iriconk

* Labour law and labour cost;

* Peace, Security and political stability. . ., ^-^ ,

* Domestic and^export market potential.

* Interest rate, exchange rate, inflation and other maeroeeonomie parameter

stability.

* Infrastructure ( roads, energy, telecommunications ect) - ■ ;

* Clean and effective governnieiit or civil service, free of"bribery and bt

slices. ■' ■"" ' ' ■ ■ ' ■ "- '■"■ ■' ■ "' ■''

So it would be left for African policy makers to study the reality within their own

respective countries, identify and prioritize the factors that would attract investors,

and draw out policies that would accelerate t])e privatization and also the"

performance improvement pro-ams oftheir public enterprises. ?
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II. AVAILABILITY AND ( AFAC11Y ITILIZAT1QN

AS PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

As the saying goes the whole is the sum total of its components. Employees

and females, managers and workers - are one ofthe main components or

ingredients that make an enterprise an enterprise. Performance appraisal of

employees is therefore one of (he main components ofthe overall enterprise

performance appraisal Employees performance appraisal may not give a complete

picture ofthe overall enterprise performance bm it does shed some 'light on its

evaluation and improment It is therefore necessary to establish a sound employees

performance appraisal technique before embarking to assess the overall

performance ofpublic enterprises. Unless such a prerequisite is fulfilled any

assessment made on the'performance of public enterprise will not be complete

enough to satisfactorily rectify past mistakes and to recommend ways for

improving future performances. There are already in the market many employee

performance appraisal techniques but some ofthem are so poor that it is even

better to continue operating without any employee performance evaluation than to

apply any ofthem. Public enterprise management lias therefore to make the

necessary study and analysis in designing its own or in choosing from the market

an appropriate and effective employees appraisal technique. Employees

performance appraisal technique being not the'theme ofthe paper, let's now switch

out attention to the subject of our interest " Public enterprise performance

indicators". :

A. AVAILABILITY AS A MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE

INDICATOR

I. AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE

Availability may be briefly defined as the state during; which a certain production

or service facility or machinery is in an operation condition. It is the state or the

period during which the facility or machinery has no technical defect that obstructs

its normal operation or functioning. It does not, however, necessarily mean that

during that period the facility or machinery is always under operation. If it does not

operate during that period, due to reasons, other than technical defect or other

maintenance problems, it is still considered to be available for operation.
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performance could also be defined as a measure ofthe performance of

a facility or machinery in t^rms of its ability to operate without problems. After the

necessary maintenance preventive or repair work has been done On a facility or on

a machinery' and after it has been technically proved to be operational, it is said to

be available. As to whether this availability is gainfully used or ends up being only

potential wholly depend on factors thai are outside the realm ofthe maintenance

sub sytem; it is usually the responsibility of top management or ofthe operation or

production sub systems. In the discussions under "Production Performance

Indicators "the difference between availability and utilization - which confuses

many ordinary people - will be elaborated.

Availability is a function ofthree factors and the following box will explain how

these three factors affect it

AVAILABILITY IS INCREASED BY INCREASING RELIABILITY ,

PERFORMANCE, DECREASING MAINTENANCE SUPPORt '
PERFORMANCE AND DECREASING MAINTENABILITY PERFORMANCE

:■& FUNCTION SECURITY OR RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE

This function determines the Mean Time to Failure ( MTTF.) of a facility or

machinery. It is an average time that a facility or a machinery is able to operate

between stops due to maintenance; This function is mostly determined by what is

decided during the design stage such as the choice ofmaterial to be used, the speed

ofoperation and other properties. It is also influenced by the production or;

operation and maintenance activities afteroperation has started,

b. SECURITY OF SUPPLY OR MAINTENANCE SUPPORT PERFORMANCE

For a maintenance activity to be effectively completed, tlite necessary materials,

instructions, tools etc, need to.be prepared in advance. Ifsuch essential items are

not made available at the time that they are required, postponement and; delay do
inevitably occur. These items have to be provided to the maintenance persons- who

should also niakethemselves available and ready to work on time - executing the

maintenance work at the right time and at the right place. Maintenance support

performance is a measure ofthe delay o£maintenance work due to the 4eJay ofthe

maintenance persons or ofthe provision ofthe itemsjust discussed. Delay has to be

reduced to the level of insignificance, Maintenance support performance is the

average waiting time for maintenance resource when a stop occurs. It is
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measured as Mean WattingTime (MWX ). Maintenance support performance is

heavily influenced by the organization and strategy of the enterprise in general and
by the organization, and strategy of the production mid maintenance sub - systems

in particular.

The time spent to rectify or repair technical failure or defect determine

maintenability performance. MaiiitenabilUy ofa certain machinery or equipment ss

afunction of its design." With regard to Maintenability performance, rife critical

period in thtf project life of a machinery or equipment isrthe design phase. It is
during this phase thai maintenabttity . .which-affects the machinery or equipment

throughout its technical life, is determined. For this reason many experts highlv
recommend the participation of maintenance managers and other experienced

maintenance personnel'in the design stage, whenever ihis is practically possible;

and in the purchase of the facilities that they are expected to maintain.

Mamteiiability performance is measured in Mean Time To Repair ( MTTR •}, it k

the average time for the repair oftechnical failures 01 defects.Besides the design oi

the machinery or equipment wider repair, the skill of the maintenance personnel,

the quantity and quality of the tools and other facilities thai they have tor carrying

out the repair also-affect maintenability performance.

2. DOWNTIME . ■ ■

Downtime is not a fourth factor of availability performance. It is a combination of

trie second and third factors that determine availability performance. Being a very

important term in Maintenance Management, it will be discussed in this paper as a

concept by itself.

Downtime is the duration during which a machinery, an equipment or for that

matter any facility has been out of operation due to the. fact that repair or

rectification oftechnical failure or defect-for various reasons-has not yet been

earned out or is in the process ofbeing carried out. Some ofthe technical or

maintenance causes or reasons that add up to make downtime are :-

- Lack of spare parts or essenti at repair tools (waiting time )

- Electric power failure in the workshop (waiting time )

- The facility is under inspection (repair time)



-' The facility ib under repair

- The facility is being assembled f repair lime >

- Due to transportation problem., repaired facility not taken from the workshop to

its place of operation ( waiting lime )

Mean Down Time (JVJDT ), is therefore defined as the sum of Mean Waiting 'Time

( MWT) and MeanTime To Repair ( MTTR ).

MDT - MWT + . MTTR

"3. METHODS OF CALCULATING AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE

Two methods of calculating availability performance will be discussed in this

paper. Both methods give availability as a percentage ofplanned or maximum

available operating time of a facility, Availability may be calculated or recorded on

annual, quarterly, monthly, weekly, daily or any other basis, The frequency of

calculation will depend on the nature of'the enterprise, the type of'the facility in

question and the information need ofmanagement.

a; THE MEAN - TIME METHOD

According to this method the mean or average times between failures, duration of

repair times and waiting times are recorded and based on these figures availability

performance is calculated. Representing availability by the letter A, its calculation

would be as follows :- ,

( MTTF )

A = .. _._ _ _ x 100

; 7 MTTF + MWT + MTTR ) ;■ • ■ ■ -:

, ' . "or .

(MTTF )

■■■ . &■•=: j\:'■ x ioo

( MTTF + MDT )



-Taking maximum working time as the basis. .

Let Tm = Maximum working time during the period of analysis. It will include

operation time, idle time, if any, and down time,r

Let T<j = Downtime

n = Number offacilities or machinery, item by item-, in inventory (it does not

include those that are condemned or scrapped off ).

X

7 't ■ in

- Taking Planned working time as the basis, :

Let Tp ~ Planned working time during the period of analysis. It .includes

operation time, idle time - if any - and down lime.

■;' ■- '.■■""■ ^,"(Tp ■:-;Td-)-i ^m "" -;-^--'

! < TP >'i :

The formulas under the Real - Time Method of calculating availability could be

used as they are for a group offacilities or machinery in an enterprise, department,
etc: ifthe facilities or machinery are discrete or independent ot each other. For
intance,the availability of a track in a transportation fleet is not dtrectly dependent
on the availability of another truck in the same fleet. Similarly, the availability ot a
loom in a weaving department is not directly related to the availability of another

loom in the department Hence availability ofthe transportation fleet or of looms in

a weaving department may be calculated using these formulas.



However, in situations or groups where the facilities or machinary are

interdependent care need to be taken in using the formulas. For instance in line

production where the availability of a facility or machinery is directly affected by

the availability of another"facility or machinery in the line, the formulas'cannot be

used as tiiey are. To determine the availability ofthe enterprise, department etc.,

instead oftaking all facilities w machinery m inventory, only the-critical one(one$.)

or the bottleneck ( bottlenecks) need to be considered and entered in the

calculatioin. As the saying goes availability of an enterprise with a line production

is availability ofthe bottleneck facility or bottleneck maciiiiiaiy.

Could maintenance'performance indicators be interpreted m terms of money or do

Hhey have monetary value? The answer is yes. Attempt has been successfully

carried out in several public enterprises:.to calculate the results ofmaiiftefiahce by

converting"maintenance performance indicators into money. Further attempts are

sfjlf being made to refine the methodologies for ^stiruating the nwney wcirM o

^ainten^ce^perfbrman^ improvements. The author will issue his findings when

he has completed his studies.
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B. CAPACITY UTILIZATION AS PRODUCTION OR

OPERATION PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Maximum or anticipated production or operation output is a function ofcapacity

and availability. However, it is rare that people speak about maximum output.

More will be said later about actual or rea! production. Capacity itselfis given

different meaning by different people. It may be defined as the quantity or output

produced or service given per unit time; but then questions such as under what

environment and with what type or quality of inputs may arise. Consequently

people speak about designed capacity, anticipated capacity, installed capacity,

maximum or peak capacity, mean or average capacity, planned capacity and actual

capacity. It may not be necessary to define all ofthem in this paper; however,

unless otherwise specified in this paper capacity' would mean designed capacity.

j. ANTICIPATED PRODUCTION OR OUTPUT

Anticipated quantity of production or output is determined by the capacity and

availability performance of the machinery or facilities that produce or process the

products ofthe enterprise. The difference between anticipated production or

capacity and maximum production or capacity is that the former takes actual or

realistic availability ofthe facilities or machinery' of the enterprise while the latter

takes availability to be 100%.

ANTICIPATED PRODUCTION - CAPACITY X AVAILABILITY

2. ACTUAL PRODUCTION OR OUTPUT

Actual production is determined not only by the capacity and availability

performance ofthe machinery and facilities that produce or process the products of

the enterprise but also by other factors that determine the efficiency or effectiveness

ofthe operation or production function and other related management functions.

This could include skill discipline and motivation of employees, quantity and

quality ofraw materials and other inputs and market availability ofthe products.

Mathematically, these may be combined to represent the operational efficiency of

the enterprise.
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ACTUAL PRODUCTION = CAPACITY X AVAILABILITY XT)

where T\ ~ operational efficiency.

Operation efficiency is a dimensionless figure less than 1. It accounts for the

contribution of all factors, other than capacity and availability that affect the output

ofthe enterprise. It may also be calculated from the equation :-

"'■■-";' T[ - ACTUAL CAPACITY '" ■ ;". .
.ANTICIPATED CAPACITY

3, CAPACITY UTILIZATION ( U )

Capacity utilization expresses the level at which capital resource- particularly

fixed asset in facilities or machinery - is utilized or exploited. The lower it is the

less productively has'the enteiprise used its capital resource. There are two ways of

calculating capacity utilization. The first uses the product of availability

performance and operational efficiency.

(J, =' A X T)

The second method makes use of the ratio of actual production and capacity.

M = ACTUAL PRODUCTION

CAPACITY

Assuming that the quality of the products is under control and the product delivery

time is as per schedule or as per customer satisfaction; capacity utilization becomes

one ofthe important performance indicators of an enterprise. It reflects the

effectiveness of the production and maintenance functions in particular and ofall of

the functions ofthe enteiprise in general. The production departments might claim

that its performance could be measured more accurately by operational efficiency

rather than b\ capacity utilization. However from the overall enterprise

performance point ofvies it is capacity utilization that gives a better and an overall

performance effectiveness pidtuire ofthe enterprise than the other indicators that

have so far been discussed.
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations and conclusions of the paper that has been discussed could

he summarized as follows:

A. It is the responsibility of African policy makers to issue policies that make the

environment in their respective countries conducive tor the improvement ofpublic

enterprises perfonnance improvement. Public enterprises have to be assisted by

their respective governments to be competitive not only in their domestic markets

but also in the world market. They should be given the autonomy or authority that

they need to manage their operations, plans, markets, profits etc, effectively.

B. The necessary preparatory works have to be made before perfonnance

indicators are introduced in any public enterprise. First, appropriate performance

indicators that aptly measure the performance ofthe public enterprises in question

have to be identified and studied. Then the managers and workers ofthe enterprises

have to be trained on how to use and interpret the recommended performance

indicators. It would also be preferable to introduce an appropriate employees

appraisal system before introducing enterprise performance indicators. These

preparatory works are essential for making any enterprise performance indicator

system sustainable and effective:

C. It is advisable that performance indicators that are recommended for public

enterprises meet all or most ofthe following requirements. ■-:

1. They have to be simple enough to be understood by all ofthe managers an by all

or most ofthe owrkers and the calculations that they demand must not also be

complicated.

2. What they 'indicate-should, he .directly related to the goals or objectives ofthe

enterprises.

3. It is preferable ifthe. units ofthe indicators are monetary units or ifthey are

easily convertible to monetary units.

D. There are many indicators that could measure the performance ofpublic

enterprises in the Production Sector. In this paper trie author has presented
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availability and capacity utilisation as being the main ones. These indicators could

be easily converted in terms ofmoney and are valuable means for measuring the

impact made by an implemented performance improvement package. These

indicators have definitely to be supplemented by financial and other indicators to

give an overall performance indication ofthe enterprise.

E. The public enterprise performance indicators that are to be developed must aim

not only to measure or assess the peilormaiice of a particular enterprise but also to

compare and contrast the performance of a group of public enterprises whose

operation or process is similar. Such package ofperformance indicators will assist

in creating competitive atmosphere among similar enterprises and in rewarding

public enterprises which are performing well.

F, After public enterprise performance indicator systems have been installed, they

have to be regularly reviewed and revised; they should not be left to be static.

Regularly measures have also to be taken to make them sustainable and lively.


